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Short description of the content of the deliverable  

In this document, we present the up and coming Smart Anything Everywhere (SAE) ICT technologies 

survey. Its, main purpose is to identify new technologies and related applications for SAE. The survey 

also investigates new innovative ICT technology directions that can contribute to the SAE vision. This 

has been achieved by performing a deskwork with the focus on collecting data on key existing and up 

and coming SAE technologies via examining available materials like annual reports, roadmaps, 

Research and Technology Organisations (RTOs), European Technology Platforms (ETPs), and also by 

identifying key actors in the domain both from industry and the research community.  

The main concentration will be on the SAE core topics Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS), embedded 

systems, Smart System Integration (SSI), Organic and Large Area Electronics (OLAE), and advanced 

computing for the Internet of Things (IoT).   

This survey report is part of a work package (WP) that is dedicated to the investigation and rating of 

the relevant technological offerings and related applications for SAE. The essential objectives of the 

WP are to identify new innovative ICT technologies that can contribute to the SAE vision and then to 

create a Technology Radar that can be used to assess the status of SAE technologies. This document 

especially focusses on investigating new technologies that will eventually contribute to the creation of 

the intended Technology Radar. 
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Executive Summary 

This document presents the results of a technology survey focusing particularly on identification, early 

recognition, and adoption of new and evolving technologies that can support the SAE technology base. 

The concentration is on Cyber-Physical Systems, Smart System Integration, Organic and Large Area 

Electronics and, Advanced Computing (IoT) domains. A deskwork was performed for data gathering via 

examining available material on SAE related technologies from annual reports, strategic research 

agendas and roadmaps of enterprises, RTOs, clusters, ETPs, etc. These findings will act as a base for 

WP4 activities. 
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1 Introduction 
 

Smart4Europe addresses the Smart Anything Everywhere (SAE) Initiative, with its overall ambition to 

contribute to Europe's need in accelerating the design, development, and uptake of advanced digital 

technologies by bringing the related Innovation Actions (IAs) together. In order to boost digital 

transformation of European Industry Smart4Europe will support European small and medium-sized 

enterprises (SMEs) and mid-caps to develop competitive products based on innovative electronic 

components, software, and systems. In addition, Smart4Europe will support companies to achieve 

competitive advantage by having early technology adoption. It will assist technology suppliers to seek 

finance for their product development and make access to early customers. 

Eventually, there is a need to identify promising technology and application fields to expand the SAE 

Initiative and support strategic development towards the next Framework Programme. The motivation 

for this action is that Digital Technologies have already entered daily life, affecting all kinds of 

interactions. Moreover, digital transformation and innovation are now considered a necessity for all 

industrial sectors especially if they want to stay ahead in the global race. Thus, an action at a European 

level is required to achieve digitization successfully in order to reach the most benefit for society and 

economy.     

The purpose of the technology survey presented in this document is to provide a clearer picture of 

future opportunities, to eventually supporting the development of strategic recommendations for the 

SAE initiative.  

Smart4Europe aims to integrate the SAE ecosystem disciplines and sectors as shown in Figure 1.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1.1: Smart4Europe Ecosystem Integration: Smart Systems Integration, Organic and Large Area Electronics, 

Internet of Things and Cyber Physical Systems 

 

Each of the fields, SSI, IoT, OLAE and, CPS already have their own European Technology Platforms (ETP) 

as industry-led stakeholder initiatives to drive innovation, technology transfer and European 

competitiveness. Each ETP organizes events for its own ecosystem, develops its own roadmaps and 
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https://ec.europa.eu/research/innovation-union/index.cfm?pg=etp
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strategic research agendas and mobilizes public and private funding on a regional, national and EU 

level to achieve its goals. However, there is a great opportunity via Smart4Europe to bring these 

communities together to address the Smart Anything Everywhere Vision and Digitisation of European 

Industry initiative by interdisciplinary cooperation to exchange and learn from previous experience, 

combine funding and coordinate activities on emerging and future technologies. 

 
Figure 1.2 Overall objectives of Smart4Europe 

 

As shown in Figure 1.2 the Smart4Europe strategic objectives are threefold: 

 Connecting with the community and enhancing SAE growth by bringing on board SMEs and 
mid-caps 

 Multiplying and creating an SAE ecosystem and achieving growth through collaboration 

 Enabling the next generation of SAE and growth in new sectors 
 

1.1 Aims and Objectives of this Technology Survey 
 

Smart4Europe has been designed to directly support the Smart Anything Everywhere Initiative, which 

addresses the “next wave of products that integrate digital technologies” with the aims of transferring 

knowledge and fostering collaboration and hence the uptake of digital technologies by European 

industry. 

As shown in Figure 1.2 one of the Smart4Europe objectives is to enable the next generation of SAE 

which will be addressed by identifying new technologies and applications and by providing access to 

competences and innovation networks for SMEs and mid-caps. 

Thus, the aim of this survey is to gather a list of existing as well as up and coming SAE technologies, 

which will have relevance for the future. It is difficult for companies to keep track of new technologies 

and know whether these will be of importance for future products. For large companies, it is possible 

to expend some effort internally on monitoring new advances and to explore the potential of new 

technologies. For SMEs with limited resources, it is almost impossible to track developments and 

understand all the new technologies that are coming to fruition. Therefore, the uptake of new 

technologies and digitization in general by SMEs is poor. This deliverable thus has the goal of bringing 
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together key information on new technologies that are expected to be important in the future to 

provide a single reference, which can be used by companies. 

The scope of the search has been focused on technologies and scenarios that are based on the SAE 

vision covering the core topics of CPS, embedded systems, SSI, OLAE and advanced computing for IoT. 

Where possible potential applications are highlighted. This is particularly the case in the CPS domain, 

which is driven by applications. In other cases the technologies are generic, e.g. AI and IoT. These 

technologies can be exploited across many potential domains, e.g. finance, medical, home automation, 

agriculture, etc. It should be noted that new potential applications for technologies in non-traditional 

areas is the subject of future work within Smart4Europe. 

 

1.2 Links to Other Deliverables 
 

This document is part of a bigger picture as shown in Figure 1.3, forms a baseline for other tasks in the 

work package and especially supports T4.2 (Development of Technology Radar). A technology and 

innovation radar will be created that classifies the new technologies identified in this survey; thus the 

outcomes from this deliverable will feed directly into that radar, where the 

individual technologies will be assessed with respect to their potential and 

maturity. It should be noted that the technologies identified are in areas where 

Europe has expertise. In some cases, where for the end use applications, e.g. 

Big Data analysis, medical, aerospace, 5G, there is significant competition from 

the US and South East Asia, major developments that have taken place outside 

of Europe are identified.  

 

1.3 Survey Approach 
 

The information was gathered by the Smart4Europe partners based on existing 

roadmaps, strategic research agendas and white papers of European 

Technology Platforms (ETPs). The aim has been only to consider technologies 

that have a raised profile in the last 5 years. In some cases, the technologies 

have a high TRL and the opportunity is in exploiting these in new innovative 

applications. In other cases, the technologies are at much earlier stages of 

research development with a low TRL. Here the potential for these 

technologies is highlighted looking more long term. These are technologies 

that industry should be aware of and perhaps monitor if there is a particular 

potential for a new application. 

 

 

Figure 1.3 Overview of the Smart4Europe approach 

 

Key Outcomes 
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For investigating the current state of the art in innovative technologies, we focused on a set of both 

completed and current Commission-funded projects. Data were collected by reviewing publicly 

available information on the EU websites, projects websites and documentation and other online 

resources. Here is the list of EU-funded projects for each investigated domain: 

 

Cyber Physical Systems and Embedded Systems 

• FED4SAE (Federated CPS Digital Innovation Hubs for the Smart Anything Everywhere Initiative) 

• CPSE labs (Cyber-Physical Systems Engineering Labs) 

• CPSOS (Cyber-Physical Systems of Systems) 

• EuroCPS (European Network of Competencies and Platforms for Enabling Small and Medium 
Size Enterprises building Innovative Cyber Physical System products) 

• AXIOM (Agile, eXtensible, fast I/O Module for the cyber-physical era) 

• COSSIM (A Novel, Comprehensible, Ultra-Fast, Security-Aware CPS Simulator) 

• INTO-CPS (Integrated Tool Chain for Comprehensive Model-Based Design of Cyber-Physical 
Systems) 

• Road2cps : State of the art report published on 2015 went through 54 European project 
 

Smart Systems Integration 

• SMARTER-SI (Smarter Access to Manufacturing for Systems Integration) 

• Catalogue of Building Blocks 

• EXPRESS (Mobilising Expert Resources in the European Smart Systems Integration Ecosystem) 

• Technologies for Smart Systems 

• EPoSS (European Technology Platform on Smart System Integration) 

• EPoSS SRA 2017 (Strategic Research Agenda, pdf-document) 

• ECS SRA 2018 (Electronic Components & Systems Strategic Research Agenda, pdf-
document) 

• ECSEL Joint Undertaking (Electronic Components and Systems for European Leadership) 

• DIATOMIC (Digital Innovation Hubs Boosting European Microelectronics Industry) 
 

Organic and Large Area Electronics 

• OE-A (Organic and Printed Electronics Association) – Roadmap for Organic and printed 
electronics 2017 

• OLAE (Organic and Large Area Electronics European Competition for Collaborative R&D 
Funding) 

• LOPEC (International Exhibition and Conferences for the Printed Electronics Industry) – 
Innovation Showcases 

 

https://fed4sae.eu/
http://www.cpse-labs.eu/
http://www.cpsos.eu/
https://www.eurocps.org/
http://www.axiom-project.eu/
http://www.cossim.org/
http://projects.au.dk/into-cps/
http://www.road2cps.eu/
http://road2cps.eu/events/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Road2CPS_644164_D1_1_State_of_Art_Report_submission.pdf
https://www.smart-systems-integration.org/smarter-si
https://www.smart-systems-integration.org/smarter-si/catalogue-of-building-blocks
http://www.express-ca.eu/public
http://www.express-ca.eu/public/ecosystem-knowledge-gateway/references/references-technologies-for-smart-systems-1/references-technologies-for-smart-systems
https://www.smart-systems-integration.org/
https://www.smart-systems-integration.org/public/documents/publications/EPoSS_SRA2017.pdf
https://www.smart-systems-integration.org/public/documents/publications/ECS-SRA.pdf
https://www.ecsel.eu/
https://diatomic.eu/
http://www.oe-a.org/documents/10179/559e8099-e3bb-4b08-9e66-71e2b7f1267a
http://www.olaeplus.eu/projects/
https://www.lopec.com/general/program/innovation-showcase/index.html
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Advanced Computing (Internet of Things) 

• IoT-EPI (IoT-European Platforms Initiative) 

• symbIoTe (symbiosis of smart objects across IoT environments) 

• BIG IoT (Bridging the Interoperability Gap of the Internet of Things) 
 

Moreover, for each Smart4Europe core area, the vision and future technology direction is also 

identified. This assessment has been performed by looking at lists of new breakthrough technologies 

that have been predicted to change the world, e.g. MIT Technology Review list of 10 Breakthrough 

Technologies for 2017, Gartner, etc. Although these cover a range of technologies including advances 

in genetic engineering or improved AI technology, technologies related to the core areas of 

Smart4Europe have been considered. In the following sections, a list of new technologies is presented 

for each of the Smart4Europe’s key sectors: Smart Systems Integration, Organic and Large Area 

Electronics, Internet of Things and Cyber-Physical Systems. Some of these technologies will have an 

impact in the short term and have been in development for some years, others are likely to have an 

impact in the longer term.  

  

https://iot-epi.eu/
https://www.symbiote-h2020.eu/
http://big-iot.eu/
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2 Identified ICT Technologies 
 

2.1 CPS and Embedded Systems 
 

At the applications level enabling software, algorithms and connectivity are used to create “Smart 

Systems”. These are used to provide the “Things” in the Internet of Things and provide embedded 

system components that become part of a CPS, which interacts closely with physical systems. Energy 

procurement and management are often a crucial question, particularly when remote parts have to 

be operated in locations where there is limited or no available electrical power. In this case, there is a 

need for customised low-energy (energy-efficient) computing, with potentially adoption of energy 

harvesting from the environment. 

 

2.1.1 Current State of the Art in Innovative Technologies 
 

Here is a summary of selected technologies (Software, Hardware, Testbed …) presented with a short 

description and a possible use case. Most of them act in a wide area of embedded and cyber-physical 

systems however, some may fit or applied in a specific domain like smart home, smart manufacturing, 

autonomous driving. Technologies in section 2.1.1.9 are which that fit in a wide area of embedded and 

CPSs not to a particular area and are in use or under development in the last 5 years in European 

projects.   

 

2.1.1.1 Aerospace 
 

Integration of computation with physical processes, which involve communication, sensing, 

computation, and actuating through heterogeneous and widely distributed physical devices and 

computation components is an aerospace cyber-physical system. The emerging aerospace cyber-

physical systems will integrate computation, communication, and control with the physical world. 

Consequently, aerospace cyber-physical systems require close interactions between the cyber and 

physical worlds both in time and space [Link]. 

 Avionics Platform 
 
This CPS platform is made of possibly interconnected building blocks for avionics computer 
systems provided by Thales. The purpose of this platform is to enable developments at real-
time software level such as real-time operating systems and/or hypervisors, and possibly 
software engineering tools and methods. For instance, a simplified complete flight 

management system application may be used under relevant conditions [Link]. 

 

 DALculus (DAL Allocation Calculus) 
 
The DALculus method has been developed to assist the breakdown of safety requirements 
during the design of aircraft systems.  Aircraft functions such as "Control the aircraft speed on 

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/6662051/
https://www.eurocps.org/eurocps-platforms/avionics-thales/
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the ground" can be performed thanks to a set of system functions such as "Control wheel 
braking" and "Control thrust reversion". At early stages of the development of an aircraft, 
designers have to assign safety requirements to system functions consistent with the aircraft 
function requirements. The DALculus can also be used as a means to assess the criticality of 
certain system components, by asking the tool to allocate the lowest DAL possible for such 
components. The lower the DAL the component can tolerate while satisfying system-wide DAL 
allocation rules, the less critical it is [Link]. 

 

2.1.1.2 Autonomous Driving 
 

A vehicle that is capable of sensing its environment and navigating without human input is an 

autonomous car. 

 KTH Research Concept Vehicle (RCV) 
 
The KTH Research Concept Vehicle (RCV) is a rolling research and demonstration laboratory 

for intelligent vehicle research concerning sustainable transport systems. The purpose of the 

platform is to enable implementation and evaluation of research results in real-life 

environments [Link]. 

 

 Sigma Fusion  
 
SIGMA FUSION is the core of an autonomous car’s brain! It processes information signalled by 

its senses: a stereo camera and two Lidars. SIGMA FUSION transforms the myriad of incoming 

distance data into clear information on the driving environment. This anonymous detection 

system combines, merges and feeds exhaustive data to an autonomous car’s autopilot, 

providing all it needs to guarantee safe driving [Link]. 

 

2.1.1.3 Deep Learning 
 

Deep learning is one of the machine learning methods based on learning data representations. Deep 

learning architectures like deep neural networks, deep belief networks, and recurrent neural networks 

have been used in fields such as computer vision, speech recognition, natural language processing, 

audio recognition, social network filtering, machine translation, bioinformatics and drug design. 

 Movidius Neural Compute Stick 
 
The Intel Movidius Neural Compute Stick enables rapid prototyping, validation and 

deployment of Deep Neural Network (DNN) inference applications at the edge. Its low-power 

VPU architecture enables an entirely new segment of AI applications that are not reliant on a 

connection to the cloud. The Neural Compute Stick (NCS) combined with Intel Movidius Neural 

Compute SDK allows deep learning developers to profile, tune, and deploy Convolutional 

Neural Network (CNN) on low-power applications requiring real-time inferencing. The Intel 

Movidiu Neural Compute Stick (NCS) is a tiny fanless deep learning device that you can use to 

learn AI programming at the edge [Link]. 

http://www.cpse-labs.eu/platform.php?id=DALculus
https://www.itrl.kth.se/about-us/labs/rcv-1.476469
https://fed4sae.eu/advanced-platforms/advanced-technologies/sigma-fusion-cea/
https://fed4sae.eu/industrial-platforms/movidius-neural-compute-stick-intel/
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2.1.1.4 Maritime Safety 
 

Maritime safety is concerned with the protection of life and property through regulation, 

management, and technology development of all forms of waterborne transportation [Link]. 

 eMIR: eMaritime Integrated Reference Platform 
 
eMIR is an open initiative of the German maritime industry for improving safety and efficiency 
in maritime transportation systems. It provides a framework for engineering, validation, 
verification, and demonstration of technological innovations as for new cooperation and 
process models. It also supports user integration into the design process. eMIR provides a 
practical and empirical foundation for the development of international regulations and 
standards and fosters a sustainable market position for vendors of maritime safety systems 
and components [Link]. 

 

2.1.1.5 Robotics 
 

One of the important sections of cyber-physical systems is robotic systems. The ability of robots to 

interact intelligently with the world depends on embedded computation and communication, real-

time control, and perception of the world around them. 

 HAZOP-UML 
 
HAZOP-UML is a hazard analysis technique mixing the risk analysis technique HAZOP (Hazard 
Operability), and the system description language UML (Unified Modelling Language). It is 
developed at LAAS-CNRS and applied in industrial contexts mainly for robot safety analysis. 
HAZOP-UML is a model-based safety analysis method to identify operational risks due to 
human-robot or robot-robot interactions. HAZOP-UML has been applied in the context of 
several research projects focusing on collaborative robots with physical interactions with 
humans [Link]. 
 

 SMOF 
 
SMOF is a Safety Monitoring Framework for robotics domain that starts from the results of a 

HAZOP-UML analysis to derive the specification of a set of safety monitors that launch safety 

interventions. SMOF relies on a high-level formalization of the target properties and of the 

available interventions (e.g., lock the robot wheels). It provides tool support for synthesis of 

strategies that trigger the interventions when needed while minimizing the impact on the 

functional activity of the system. More specifically, SMOF is a research framework to assist the 

specification of safety rules executed by an independent monitor to ensure the safety of the 

whole system. The safety rules are high-level requirements of the monitor expressed in terms 

of observable variables on the system and its environment and interventions [Link]. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Maritime_safety
http://www.cpse-labs.eu/platform.php?id=eMIR
http://www.cpse-labs.eu/platform.php?id=HAZOP-UML
http://www.cpse-labs.eu/platform.php?id=SMOF
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2.1.1.6 Smart Residence (City, Health, Home) 
 

There is a tremendous rise of off-the-shelve smart devices nowadays. Some of them integrated with 

home/office appliances (lighting control, temperature thermostats, household appliances, etc.), 

others embedded with personal devices (e.g. smartphone, smart watches, sensors bands, etc.) which 

provides an opportunity for implementing services for the users widely ranging from the wellness and 

coherence of environment context configuration with user’s habits to personal health and safety. 

 AXIOM 
 
Axiom is Agile, eXtensible, fast I/O Module for the cyber-physical era which its goal is a 
European-designed and -manufactured single board computer: The heart of future smart 
applications. This technology will be applied to SMART Homes and will focus on a simpler 
system that could replace the omni-present ambient thermostat with a much smarter device. 
This device will be scalable from the small house to big buildings and may be capable of acting 
as a small network server or proxy for a large number of existing or near future services in 
collaboration with the municipality or even in a peer-to-peer scenario [Link]. 
 

 BatNET 
 
BatNet is a wireless device network that uses IPv6 as the main communication protocol. This 
allows the communication among all the different kinds of devices, creating a mesh network 
with one way out to the Internet through a concentrator device. Currently, BatNet system 
includes devices such as environment multi-sensor, outdoor and indoor lighting controller, 
remote switching plug with consumption meter and LED RGB lamps controller among others 
[Link]. Main usage area of this technology is in smart home and smart cities and one possible 
use case of it is intelligent lighting. The lamp will work in low power mode (dimmed to 10%) 
unless presence is detected in which case, they gradually change to 100% and when presence 
is no longer detected, they gradually come back to the low power state. The energy savings 
measured provided by the system exceed 80%. 
 

 L4G MOBILITY  
 
The L4G Mobility Tool expands the capabilities of existing navigation systems, offering 
significant economic and timesavings, in the order of 20% and above. There are no extra 
manufacturing costs for vehicles (i.e sensors) than the GPS-navigator. An interface-able 
standard GPS-navigator allows the driver to enter data. Real-time information regarding the 
weather conditions is received from the internet (or, alternatively, connection to vehicle 
weather-related sensors- in case they are available). The driver enters the number of petrol 
litters whenever she/he fill the vehicle with petrol. Then, the Vehicle Speed Control App 
combines it with the data of the GPS-navigator and the information regarding the current 
weather conditions and provides to the driver's speed profiling commands that assist them to 
significantly reduce the fuel consumption and travel times [Link]. 

 

 LINC 
 
LINC is the result of several years of research and is specifically designed to accommodate to 
devices with very small CPU and low power networks. It masters the complexity inherent to 
distributed and embedded systems. The heart of LINC comes along with ready-to-use 

http://www.axiom-project.eu/
https://www.cedint.upm.es/en/project/batnet
http://local4global-fp7.eu/l4g-mobility-tool/
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components already encapsulating major existing standards and basic bricks to encapsulate 
when required your legacy components (hardware and software) if required. Smart parking 
and charging station management, building automation sensor monitoring and connected 
health Silver economy are possible domains for this technology [Link]. 
 

 MindCPS IoT 
 
The MindCPS (doMaIN moDel for Cyber-Physical Systems) Modelling Framework supports the 
development of CPS with constituent elements featuring both common and emerging 
behaviour. CPSs can be understood as mainly constituted by sensors embedded in devices that 
continuously collect measures from the environment in order to detect problems in the grid. 
These problems are triggered by events to plan actions to be executed on the physical grid 
through actuators. Based on these concepts a MindCPS framework was constructed to support 
the systematic development of CPS compliant with this approach. With this purpose, a 
graphical domain-specific language (DSL) was defined. Using Model-driven development 
techniques, code to implement each of the CPS constituent elements behaviours can be 
generated as required. Smart city domain is where this technology can be useful and it has 
been applied in MESC project, which is a platform for monitoring and evaluating of the Smart 
Cities distribution systems [Link]. 
 

 PTL: Products and Technologies Living-Lab 
 
The PTL: Products and Technologies Living-Lab is a testbed, which aims to speed up the 

development and marketing of innovative products integrating advanced microelectronics 

technologies in emerging and strategic fields of Health, Housing, and Transport, through the 

provision of technology platforms and involved expertise. The challenge of PTL is to develop 

real environments with technological bricks from the micro and Nano electronics and offer a 

range of attractive services for products and services designers. It requires to set-up three 

technology platforms, from technology and solutions provided by the partners and founders 

of PTL: Connected House, Connected Transport, Home Health [Link]. 

 SmartCity Santander 
 
Santander testbed is composed of around 3000 IEEE 802.15.4 devices, 200 devices including 

GPS/GPRS capabilities and 2000 joint RFID tag/QR code labels deployed both at static locations 

(streetlamps, facades, bus stops) as well as on-board of public vehicles (buses, taxis). It can be 

deployed in for different scenarios like static environmental monitoring, mobile environmental 

monitoring, parks and gardens irrigation, outdoor parking area management and, traffic 

intensity monitoring [Link].     

 

 WiseNET 
 
WiseNET is a multi-hop wireless sensor and actuator network that combines low energy and 

low latency not only for the end nodes but also for the routers or “coordinators”. It is thus 

possible to operate with battery-powered routers and just use sensor nodes as routers. 

WiseNet does not require any setup and provides dynamic routing, management, and remote 

software update. It has been used in numerous real-world deployments from agriculture, 

https://fed4sae.eu/advanced-platforms/advanced-technologies/linc-cea/
http://www.cpse-labs.eu/sp_mindcps.php
https://fed4sae.eu/advanced-platforms/testbeds/smart-home-health-and-transportation-cea/
https://fed4sae.eu/advanced-platforms/testbeds/smartcity-santander-unican/
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water management and safety to smart homes. WiseNet is available on COTS transceivers as 

well as on optimized CSEM SoCs [Link]. 

 

2.1.1.7 Smart Manufacturing 
 

Smart Manufacturing systems are fully integrated, collaborative manufacturing systems that respond 

in real time to meet changing demands and conditions in the factory, in the supply network, and in 

customer needs. 

 4diac  
 
Eclipse 4diac™ implements the IEC 61499 standard and is intended for the programming of 

programmable logic controllers (PLCs) as well as small embedded control devices. 4diac is 

provided as open source software under EPL-1.0 and consists of two parts: forte (4diac-rte) 

and 4diac-ide. Smart manufacturing is the main acting domain of this technology and it 

supports industrial adoption of distributed automation systems. [Link].  

 

 Fortiss Future Factory 
 
fortiss future factory (f++) is a setup comprising 13 different MPS production machines from 
Festo Didactic controlled via different types of programmable logic controllers (PLCs) and 
microcontrollers. The production machines have been modified to allow for an arbitrary 
arrangement of them in a production line [Link]. 
 

2.1.1.8 Wearable 
 

A wearable is a Smart Object that is attached to a human body or a body of an animal. Wearable 

technology domain has a variety of applications such as consumer electronics (e.g. smartwatch and 

activity tracker), navigation systems, advanced textiles, and healthcare. 

 WeSU 
 
WeSU is a System Evaluation Board designed to provide a cost-effective solution for precise 

motion sensing in wearable and embeddable object motion applications. The connectivity 

granted by the best in class BlueNRG and supported by the integrated balun permit to 

maximize the RF performances with low area occupancy and design effort. Android or iOS APP 

can be used for displaying information sent by the WeSU through BLE Connectivity as well as 

for setting operative modes [Link]. 

 

 

 

https://fed4sae.eu/advanced-platforms/advanced-technologies/wisenet-csem/
https://www.eclipse.org/4diac/index.php
http://www.cpse-labs.eu/platform.php?id=futurefactory
https://fed4sae.eu/industrial-platforms/wesu-platform-and-x-nucleo-expansion-boards-stm/
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2.1.1.9 Embedded Systems (Wide Area) 
 

An embedded system is a computer system with a dedicated function within a larger mechanical or 

electrical system, often with real-time computing constraints. Embedded systems control many 

devices in common use today. 

 ADVANCED MANUFACTURING/PACKAGING 
 
It is a Combination of several 2/3 D printing technologies with micro fabricated elements which 
can be used For Smarter components and System Integration like 3D electrical connections, 
Integrated sensors, Identification or decoration, Shock or vibration absorbers and etc. [Link]. 
 

 AIDE Data Management Tools 
 
The overall objective of AIDE is to lower the threshold of integrating and managing data among 

software tools, thereby improving end-user processes, in turn with potential for improvements 

in time to market, more effective use of resources, and product quality. This is accomplished 

by providing support tools for creating tailored “tool-chains” and integrations of data for the 

engineering of CPS. Some possible use cases of this technology that at KTH in collaboration 

with industrial partners are currently pursuing work are, supporting the operational phase of 

cyber-physical systems through interfaces for data gathering from operational CPS and for 

controlling such CPS. This includes concepts such as digital twins. In addition, data-

warehousing facilities, in which a protocol is being implemented and extended that allows for 

the real-time communication of operational data across a CPS [Link]. 

 

 COSSIM 
 
COSSIM will provide an open-source framework to simulate the networking and the processing 
parts of the CPS more accurately, faster and include security and CPS simulation. The COSSIM 
(“Novel, Comprehensible, Ultra-Fast, Security-Aware CPS Simulator”) will  provide an open-
source framework which will seamlessly simulate, in an integrated way, both the networking 
and the processing parts of the CPS, perform the simulations orders of magnitude faster, 
provide much more accurate results especially in terms of power consumption than existing 
solutions, report more CPS aspects than any existing tool including the underlying security of 
the CPS [Link]. 
 

 EOT (Eyes of Things) 
 
A vision platform that will allow maximizing inferred information per milliwatt. The objective 
of it is to build an optimized core vision platform that can work independently and embedded 
into all types of artifacts. The envisioned open hardware must be combined with carefully 
designed APIs that maximize inferred information per milliwatt and adapt the quality of 
inferred results to each particular application. In general, it aims at developing a ground-
breaking platform for more intelligence in future embedded systems. Possible use cases can 
be next generation museum guide, peephole door viewer, versatile mobile camera, a smart 
doll with emotion recognition [Link]. 
 
 

https://fed4sae.eu/advanced-platforms/advanced-technologies/advanced-manufacturingpackaging-csem/
https://fed4sae.eu/advanced-platforms/advanced-technologies/aide-kth/
http://www.cossim.org/
http://eyesofthings.eu/?page_id=228
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 GenoM 
 
The Generator of Modules - GenoM - is a tool to design real-time software architectures. It 
encapsulates software functions inside independent components. GenoM is more specifically 
dedicated to complex on board systems, such as autonomous mobile robots or satellites. The 
GenoM framework is used (FormalRob (Rigorous framework for developing and validating 
robotic applications)) to program functional modules for a robotic system and CPS [Link]. 
 

 Hyper Vision 
 
CSEM offers a hyperspectral imaging system based on a new idea of light-field imaging. With 
low cost, the hypercube resolution of the camera is offering best-in-class performance. In 
addition, the camera has a modular structure, which enables us to easily customize it for 
different applications and environments. It offers flexibility in spatial resolution and in spectral 
channels. It can be used in various areas like process control, medical diagnostics, precision 
agriculture and food quality [Link]. 
 

 Intel Compute Card 
 
Intel Compute Card is just slightly longer than a credit card, but it is ready to power anything 
from entry-level to full-featured devices. The modularity and flexibility of this computer on a 
card allows computing integration via card slot into devices like digital signage, kiosks, smart 
TVs, appliances and more. Companies will be able to extend capabilities for devices such as 
digital signage and kiosks, All-in-Ones, smart TV’s and appliances – all while reaping the 
benefits that modular computing can offer, such as simplifying inventory management and 
serviceability [Link].   
 

 Overture 
 
Overture is an open-source integrated development environment for developing and 

analysing models written in VDM (Vienna Development Method), and which forms the basis 

of several other tool suites that support a range of modelling scenarios [Link]. 

 STM32 Platform 
 
The STM32 family of 32-bit Flash microcontrollers based on the ARM® Cortex®-M processor is 

designed to offer new degrees of freedom to MCU users. It offers a 32-bit product range that 

combines very high performance, real-time capabilities, digital signal processing, and low 

power, low voltage operation while maintaining full integration and ease of development. 

possible use cases are in automation (e.g. Human Machine Interface, Programmable Logic 

Controller, power management solution for industrial-Robotics or Mobile-Robotics), building 

technology (e.g. control heating ventilation and air conditioning systems, lights, shutters, 

gates, doors, appliances, security and surveillance systems…), communications and 

networking (e.g. systems assuring more efficient, faster and more secure solutions for voice, 

data and multimedia streams, based on IP and other protocols), healthcare and wellness (e.g. 

clinical diagnostic and therapy, medical imaging…), home appliances and power tools (e.g. 

motor control subsystems), and transportation (car body electronics, active and passive safety 

systems, steering and chassis solutions including electric steering, adaptive damper 

management, energy recovery in electric vehicles) [Link]. 

http://www.cpse-labs.eu/platform.php?id=GenoM
https://fed4sae.eu/advanced-platforms/advanced-technologies/hyper-vision-csem/
https://fed4sae.eu/industrial-platforms/compute-card-intel/
http://www.cpse-labs.eu/platform.php?id=Overture
https://fed4sae.eu/industrial-platforms/stm32-platform-stm/
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 SOFT MEMS 
 
Stretchable soft membranes that can be integrated on MEMS structure to realize: a platform 

for direct measurement of movements and forces of individual cells, a platform to measure 

Young’s modulus of a confluent cell layer, strain gauge integrated into soft membrane and Si 

sensors/electronics integrated into soft membranes. It can be used in an artificial skin with 

flexible metal interconnections and strain gauge for miniature tactility sensors and haptic 

applications or as for interactive refreshable graphical display for tactile applications [Link]. 

 

 Vision in Package (VIP) 
 
Vision-in-package (VIP) provides powerful machine vision wherever you need it by combining 

a superior imaging front end with embedded processing in a single compact module. It\s a 

complete system for classification [Link]. 

 

 WiseMAC 
 
WiseMAC is a peer-to-peer MAC protocol for wireless communication that allows ultra-low-

power operation with low latency. It is based on an adaptive preamble sampling and does not 

require any network synchronization. It may be used to construct multi-hop networks with 

battery-operated routers. In star networks, it outperforms most protocols in terms of downlink 

latency (sensor parametrization or actuator update) with similar uplink performances. Possible 

use case scenarios are safety (e.g. ship evacuation, avalanche detection), building control & 

surveillance, environment (e.g. water quality monitoring) and smart homes [Link]. 

 

2.1.2 Future Technologies Direction 
 

2.1.2.1 Adaptive Manufacturing Combining 3D Printing, Machine Learning and 

Robotics  
 

Combining 3D printing technology with machine learning and robotics allows the production of 

components flexibly, cheaply and at scale. Machine learning can be used to optimise supply chains, 

and help reduce waste by intelligently managing material flow (in the US, building-related waste due 

to mismanagement of materials costs over $160 billion every year).   

 

https://fed4sae.eu/advanced-platforms/advanced-technologies/soft-mems-csem/
https://fed4sae.eu/advanced-platforms/advanced-technologies/vip-vision-in-package-csem/
https://fed4sae.eu/advanced-platforms/advanced-technologies/wisemac-csem/
http://for.tn/2DpU283
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2.1.2.2 Artificial Intelligence 

 
Artificial Intelligence (www.teachthought.com) 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is intelligence demonstrated by machines. The most common use of AI is in 

the analysis of data and, in particular, Big Data, but it is exploited in autonomous systems for vision 

processing and decision-making and in the field of robotics where it is used to describe artificial 

consciousness. 

 

2.1.2.3 Brain Print as a Password 
 

The concept of using brain prints as a password has been investigated by a team at Binghamton 

University, New York. They identified that volunteers’ brain signals changed as they read a list of 

acronyms. Each person reacted differently enough for the system to predict who was reading the list 

with 94 per cent accuracy. In future, a refined version of this idea could verify who is sitting at a PC by 

using brainwaves as a computer password. 

 

2.1.2.4 Deep Data Mining 
 

Deep analytics is a process applied in data mining that analyses, extracts and organizes large amounts 

of data in a form that is acceptable, useful and beneficial for an organisation, individual or analytics 

software application. Deep analytics generally extracts information from data sets that are hosted on 

a complex and distributed architecture, with the implementation of data analysis algorithms and 

techniques. The deep analytics process requires operation on a huge amount of data, typically in 

petabytes and exabytes. The data analysis workflow is spread out across a number of server or 

computing nodes to speed up the process. This technology is being used commercially and by 

government to predict the psychological profiles of individuals.  

 

 

 

http://www.teachthought.com/
https://www.binghamton.edu/inside/index.php/inside/story/brains-reaction-to-certain-words-could-replace-passwords
https://www.binghamton.edu/inside/index.php/inside/story/brains-reaction-to-certain-words-could-replace-passwords
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2.1.2.5 Flexible Wings 
 

 

Active Aeroelastic Wing Technology 

Active Aeroelastic Wing Technology is a technology that integrates wing aerodynamics, controls, and 

structure to harness and control wing aeroelastic twist at high speeds and dynamic pressures. By using 

multiple leading and trailing edge controls like "aerodynamic tabs", subtle amounts of aeroelastic twist 

can be controlled to provide large amounts of wing control power, while minimising air loads at high 

wing strain conditions or aerodynamic drag at low wing strain conditions. The concept was first proven 

on the X-53 Active Aeroelastic Wing program [X-53 Active Aeroelastic Wing]. 

This is also being explored in the adaptive compliant wing [Adaptive Compliant Wing] [1][2]. The 

adaptive compliant wing designed by FlexSys Inc. features a variable-camber trailing edge which can 

be deflected up to ±10°, so that it acts like a flap-equipped wing, but without the individual segments 

and gaps typical in a flap system. The wing itself can be twisted up to 1° per foot of span. The wing's 

shape can be changed at a rate of 30° per second, which is ideal for gust load alleviation. The 

development of the adaptive compliant wing is being sponsored by the U.S. Air Force Research 

Laboratory. Initially, the wing was tested in a wind tunnel, and then a 50-inch (1.3 m) section of wing 

was flight tested on board the Scaled Composites White Knight research aircraft [3]. Adaptive 

compliant wings have also been investigated at ETH Zurich in the frame of the Smart airfoil project 

[5][6]. 

 

2.1.2.6 Flying Car 
 

 

Airbus Flying Car 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/X-53_Active_Aeroelastic_Wing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adaptive_Compliant_Wing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adaptive_compliant_wing#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adaptive_compliant_wing#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adaptive_compliant_wing#cite_note-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ETH_Zurich
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adaptive_compliant_wing#cite_note-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adaptive_compliant_wing#cite_note-5
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A flying car is a personal air vehicle that provides door-to-door transportation by both ground and air. 

Many prototypes have been built since the first years of the twentieth century, but no flying car has 

yet reached production status. Recently, Airbus, Audi and Italdesign joined forces to develop a modular 

passenger drone and electric car hybrid named “Pop.Up Next”. This was revealed at the 2018 Geneva 

Motor Show [1]. The Next is a two-seat vehicle capable of driving on ordinary roads and flying to dodge 

traffic jams on the ground. In order to travel on the road, the cabin is attached to an electric ‘sled’. This 

enables it to drive itself at up to 100km/h using a 15kWh battery. The cabin incorporates a wide 49" 

touchscreen for control, also using eye-tracking and speech and facial recognition. When the rider is 

trapped in traffic or wants to travel considerably more quickly, they can use an app to hail a Pop.Up 

Next ‘air module’ from a nearby charging station. This large drone attaches itself to the roof of the 

cabin with a titanium locking mechanism that pairs with the cabin at three different points and lifts it 

vertically into the air. It can then carry the car for 50km on a single charge of its 70kWh battery, using 

eight electric motors. The cabin is kept as light as possible using aluminium framing and ultralight 

mesh.  

A number of other companies are working on flying cars. Porsche is working on a passenger drone 

concept and Uber is working with Nasa on a “flying taxi” service which could launch as early as 2020. 

The Dutch manufacturer PAL-V has announced that it will be selling production models of its PAL-V 

Liberty by 2019 [https://www.pal-v.com/en/]. 
 

2.1.2.7 Flywheel Energy Storage (FES) 
 

Energy storage is also a key need and for smaller devices, this can be done in battery technologies and 

super capacitors. When larger amounts of energy are required, Flywheel Energy Storage (FES) works 

by accelerating a rotor (flywheel) to a very high speed and maintaining the energy in the system as 

rotational energy. When energy is extracted from the system, the flywheel's rotational speed is 

reduced as a consequence of the principle of conservation of energy. Adding energy to the system 

correspondingly results in an increase in the speed of the flywheel. Most FES systems use electricity to 

accelerate and decelerate the flywheel, but devices that directly use mechanical energy are being 

developed [1]. Advanced FES systems have rotors made of high strength carbon-fiber composites, 

suspended by magnetic bearings, spinning at speeds from 20,000 to over 50,000 rpm in a vacuum 

enclosure. Such flywheels can come up to speed in a matter of minutes reaching their energy capacity 

much more quickly than some other forms of storage [2]. 

 

2.1.2.8 Hover Bike 
 

A hoverbike (or hovercycle) is a vehicle that resembles a motorbike that can hover using at least two 

propulsive portions - one in front of and one behind the driver. Malloy Aeronautics has been 

developing a hoverbike that has experimented with quadcopter-like lift. In 2015, the company 

announced collaboration with the United States Defence Department at the Paris Airshow.[2] In April 

https://eandt.theiet.org/content/articles/2018/03/airbus-and-audi-unveil-design-for-autonomous-electric-flying-car/?utm_source=Adestra&utm_campaign=New%20EandT%20News%20-%20Automation%20FINAL%20-%20MEMBER&utm_medium=Newsletters%20-%20E%26T%20News&utm_content=E%26T%20News%20-%20Members&utm_term=https%3A%2F%2Feandt.theiet.org%2Fcontent%2Farticles%2F2018%2F03%2Fairbus-and-audi-unveil-design-for-autonomous-electric-flying-car%2F
https://eandt.theiet.org/content/articles/2017/11/uber-to-work-with-nasa-on-flying-taxis-project/
https://www.pal-v.com/en/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flywheel_energy_storage#cite_note-Torotrak-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flywheel_energy_storage#cite_note-ScienceNews-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hoverbike#cite_note-2
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2016, British inventor Colin Furze announced he had created a hoverbike using two paramotors. The 

Aero-X is a hoverbike that is designed to carry up to two people. 

 

2.1.2.9 Hyperloop – 760mph Trains 
 

 
Hyperloop Concept 

The Hyperloop system would see train passengers travel at up to 760mph through a vacuum tube, 

propelled by compressed air and induction motors. Once the concept has been tested, it is planned to 

build a loop between San Francisco and LA that will transfer passengers in 35 minutes, compared to 

7.5 hours by conventional train. 

 

2.1.2.10 Industry X.0 
 

Industry X.0  and the Industrial Internet of Things are connected, intelligent products that 

communicate with users. This is leading to new digital business models that harness collected data to 

offer additional services and as-a-service products. Potentially products on the assembly line can tell 

shop floor machinery how they are to be processed. The core of Industry X.0 is highly intelligent 

connected systems that create a full digital value chain. This is being driven by 3 trends: 

 

1. Digitisation: Production processes in all sectors, from high tech to industrial equipment, are being 

transformed by digital technologies. 

2. Industrialisation: Leading companies are already integrating these technologies to improve and 

evolve pillars of their value chain. 

3. Optimisation: Innovative manufacturers recognise that enhancing the manufacturing process for 

even simple products presents new opportunities for growth. 

 
Industry X.0 is based on cyber-physical production systems that combine communications, IT, data and 

physical elements. These systems transform traditional plants into smart factories. Here, machines 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aero-X
http://www.spacex.com/hyperloop
https://accntu.re/2DtZiqr
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“talk” to products and other machines, objects deliver decision-critical data, and information is 

processed and distributed in real time resulting in profound changes to the entire industrial ecosystem. 

 

2.1.2.11 Molecular Nanotechnology (MNT) 
 

Molecular nanotechnology (MNT) is a technology based on the ability to build structures to complex, 

atomic specifications by means of mechanosynthesis [1]. This is distinct from nanoscale materials. 

Based on Richard Feynman's vision of miniature factories using nanomachines to build complex 

products (including additional nanomachines), this advanced form of nanotechnology (or molecular 

manufacturing [2]) would make use of positionally controlled mechanosynthesis guided by molecular 

machine systems. MNT would involve combining physical principles demonstrated by biophysics, 

chemistry, other nanotechnologies, and the molecular machinery of life with the systems engineering 

principles found in modern macroscale factories. 

 

2.1.2.12 Neural Interfaces 
 

 

Neural Interfaces (www.wired.com) 

The idea behind neural interfaces is to provide humans with the ability to connect their brains directly 

into the internet. Wetware, as it is called, recently became more possible with the approval of the FDA 

of a “bionic eye”. Neural interfaces utilise brain wave mapping, which allows humans to remote control 

robotics directly from neural impulses. 

 

2.1.2.13 Neuromorphic Computing 
 

Neuromorphic computing describes the use of analog, digital, mixed-mode analog/digital Very Large-

Scale Integration (VLSI), and software systems to mimic neuro-biological architectures present in the 

nervous system for perception, motor control and sensory integration. The implementation of 

neuromorphic computing on the hardware level can be realized by oxide-based memristors, threshold 

switches and transistors. Neuromorphic engineering brings together biology, physics, mathematics, 

computer science and electronic engineering to design artificial neural systems, e.g. vision systems, 

auditory processors, and autonomous robots. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Molecular_nanotechnology#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Molecular_nanotechnology#cite_note-2
http://www.wired.com/
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2.1.2.14 Paying with Your Face 
 

Already face-detecting systems are being used in China to authorise payments, provide access to 

facilities, and track down criminals. Face-reading technology could transform systems used for 

security, travel and in many other domains. In China, secure financial transactions now utilise facial 

recognition technology. The new facial recognition technology utilises artificial intelligence to identify 

a person through multiple facial features, however, it should be noted that it removes some anonymity 

and can be seen as an invasion of privacy. 

 

2.1.2.15 Personalities for Robots 
 

Considering artificial intelligence in the field of robotics, there is a need for robots to interact with 

humans to allow co-working in factories and also to allow interactions with patients, etc. Google has 

obtained a patent (US Patent 8,996,429) on robot personalities, reminiscent of the ‘Genuine People 

Personalities’ of robots in The Hitchhiker’s Guide To The Galaxy. This would allow owners to choose a 

personality for their robot to match their needs, or select one based on a fictional character or even a 

loved one.  

 

2.1.2.16 Precision Medicine Combining AI + Biometrics 
 

The AI health market is projected to grow 10-fold. AI is expected to have an impact in several areas 

including robot-assisted surgery, virtual nursing assistants, dosage control, automated workflow 

administration, intelligent diagnostics and precision therapy. The use of AI is becoming more feasible 

as biometrics is getting better at collecting data (with pill-size cameras, fitness bracelets, gene 

expression analysis, etc.) and as healthcare software, systems are getting better at organising and 

analysing data. This should help with the identification and treatment of a number of diseases.  Health 

AI can compare personal health to an extensive database, comparing genetics, comorbidities, 

environment, and behaviour, and then optimise and improve treatments based on what has worked 

previously given a patient’s personal situation. Machine learning is also being applied to health 

research, in selecting clinical trials, pharmaceutical modelling and epidemic outbreak prediction. 

 

2.1.2.17 Reinforcement Learning 
 

Reinforcement learning can allow artificial intelligence to solve problems that it has not seen before. 

The concept works with a large neural network, trained to recognize patterns in data. The computer 

learns what data is right, and what is wrong, and continually improves itself. This has been used to 

show that a computer can beat one of the best players in the world at the game Go. Reinforcement 

learning is expected to be exploited in self-driving cars as well as in other applications. 

 

http://bit.ly/2Ds9vVq
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2.1.2.18 Self-Diagnostic Medicine 
 

 

Self-Diagnostic Medicine (mashable.com) 

Self-diagnostic medicine is a technology that is currently being developed that will provide an 

alternative to medical consultations. The aim is to provide diagnostic hardware to people in the 

comfort of their own homes. 

 

2.1.2.19 Self-Driving Trucks 
 

 

Driverless Trucks (Mercedes) 

Driverless trucks could reduce wind drag and save on fuel by coordinating movements together over 

long distances. It could also allow drivers to complete long routes faster by driving part of the route in 

place of the driver without the need for stops. The camera and LIDAR technologies already exist and 

have been demonstrated in a number of trials by companies such as Mercedes and Peloton [driverless 

trucks]. Key barriers are legislation and concerns over safety from the general public. 

 

2.1.2.20 Self-Reconfiguring Robotics Systems 
 

Modular self-reconfiguring robotic systems or self-reconfigurable modular robots are autonomous 

kinematic machines with variable morphology. Beyond conventional actuation, sensing and control 

typically found in fixed-morphology robots, self-reconfiguring robots are also able to deliberately 

change their own shape by rearranging the connectivity of their parts, in order to adapt to new 

circumstances, perform new tasks, or recover from damage. For example, a robot made of such 

components could assume a worm-like shape to move through a narrow pipe, reassemble into 

http://www.sciencefocus.com/news/driverless-trucks-expected-hit-us-roads-soon
http://www.sciencefocus.com/news/driverless-trucks-expected-hit-us-roads-soon
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiv9tCf9-vZAhUQasAKHUJBAZkQjRwIBg&url=http://www.newsweek.com/self-driving-lorries-be-trialled-uk-434013&psig=AOvVaw2EnLBPfGYc1mW8BOMWxn3v&ust=1521120933906153
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something with spider-like legs to cross uneven terrain, then form a third arbitrary object (like a ball 

or wheel that can spin itself) to move quickly over flat terrain. In some cases, this involves each module 

having two or more connectors for connecting several together. They can contain electronics, sensors, 

computer processors, memory, and power supplies. They can also contain actuators that can be used 

for manipulating their location. Modules can also automatically connect and disconnect themselves to 

and from each other, to form into many objects or to perform many tasks. 

 

2.1.2.21 Surveillance via Autonomous Aerial Inspection Utilizing 3600 Cameras, 

Drones, AI and Cloud Computing 
 

In a range of industries from agriculture to emergency services to insurance, commercial-grade drones 

equipped with high-resolution cameras are being used for surveillance and inspection. Since 2013, 

drone startups have raised $1.5 billion in funding.  It is expected that in the near future, aerial 

inspection will exploit synchronised drone fleets grabbing high-definition, 360-degree video footage, 

feeding data to cloud-based platforms for analysis. This can be used to control the distribution of 

pesticides, provide live monitoring of crops and provide alerts in the event of fires or drought. 

 

2.2 Smart Systems Integration (SSI) 
 

Smart Systems Integration addresses microsystems considering the ability to combine the abilities of 

sensors, actuators, data processors and communication interfaces in one single compact system to 

perform a desired functionality for a (human) user or for another (connected) system. Smart Systems 

have become increasingly miniaturised and autonomous in terms of their actions. 

 

2.2.1 Current State of the Art in Innovative Technologies 
 

Smart Systems Integration is a set of technologies that build products from components that combine 

functions in products and systems that connect and network systems to other systems, and, 

importantly, enable systems to receive and store a “knowledge base” – the software that makes them 

“Smart” (cf. www.express-ca.eu). 

 

2.2.1.1 Additive Manufacturing 
 

Additive manufacturing summarizes different processes which create parts directly from CAD data, 

e.g. in layer-by-layer methods. Additive manufacturing allows often realizing more complex 

geometries than conventional manufacturing processes. In addition, small batches can be produced at 

reasonable unit costs and a strong individualization of products is possible, even in series production. 

 

http://bit.ly/2jHT0eF
http://www.express-ca.eu/
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2.2.1.2 Combinational Sensing 
 

Human skin is a good example of combinational sensing, as it combines sensitivities to heat and 

pressure (touch). Combinational sensing provides similar, engineered, solutions in two ways: (1) 

combining discrete sensors or (2) using one sensor structure to measure several things. Smartness is 

critical for the combinational output to be useful. Applications are in multidimensional scenarios, such 

as health – chemical, electro potentials, heat, and pressure. Combinational sensing will underpin 

multimodal interaction - communication through sound, vision, smell and touch. This will unleash new 

markets. 

 

2.2.1.3 Design, Modeling and Simulation 
 

Whilst Design, Modelling & Simulation themselves are strictly seen activities, they are bound to the 

technologies of smart systems manufacture where computer-aided technology is prevalent today. 

Design puts the “Smart” into Smart Systems, at material level, sub-system level, at product level as 

well as at user-system level and captures the needs of users. Modelling and Simulation (e.g. FEM, CFD, 

etc.) are essential tools to understand the relationships between the multiple disciplines entailed in 

Smart Systems and their use. 

 

2.2.1.4 Energy Harvesting 
 

 

THHINK Kinetic Energy Harvester 

 

Energy harvesting (also known as power harvesting or energy scavenging or ambient power) is the 

process by which energy is derived from external sources (e.g., solar power, thermal energy, wind 

energy, salinity gradients, and kinetic energy). This energy is captured, and stored for small, wireless 

autonomous devices, like those used in wearable electronics and wireless sensor networks. Energy 

harvesters provide a very small amount of power for low-energy electronics scavenged from the 

ambient background. For example, movement energy, temperature gradients, electromagnetic energy 

(radio and television broadcasting). 
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2.2.1.5 Microactuators 
 

Microactuators are highly miniaturized (MEMS) devices which are able to perform movements. 

Distributed microactuators can for example be applied to active noise cancellation, antenna steering, 

adaptive optics or steerable antenna arrays, which are important for connecting with the Internet of 

Things. Previous examples have enabled displays (e.g. the Texas Instruments micromirror), inkjet 

printing, and fuel injection. 

 

The Texas Instruments digital micromirror device (https://spectrum.ieee.org) 

being an example for a MOEMS with microactuators. 

 

2.2.1.6 Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) 
 

MEMS extend silicon chip technology to include sensors and mechanical movement, providing 

opportunities to make functional machines at the micro- scale. 

 

Micro-electro-mechanical silicon structure of an acceleration sensor compared 

to the diameter of a hair (Bosch Sensortec GmbH, Germany). 

 

2.2.1.7 Microfluidics 
 

Microfluidics extend MEMS to the control and analysis of small fluid quantities in microchannels with 

volumes down to the femtolitre range. An important application field of microfluidics are MNBS, 

especially lab-on-a-chip systems. In microfluidics, often “the manifold” is an issue – how to match fluid 

handling at the micro scale to applications at the macro scale. 

https://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-history/silicon-revolution/chip-hall-of-fame-texas-instruments-digital-micromirror-device
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Centrifugal microfluidic platform (fluidic transport, mixing, incubation, aliquoting, etc.) 

for lab-on-a-chip applications (www.hahn-schickard.de). 

 

2.2.1.8 Micro-Nano-Bio Systems (MNBS) 
 

MNBS combine highly miniaturised engineering and computer technologies with biochemical 

processes. Front running applications are diagnostics, implants and surgical tools as well as neural 

interfaces. In case of diagnostics, pathogen and micro-organism detection are front runners, followed 

by the detection of bio markers, pesticides, narcotics and explosives. Other applications are found in 

food, air and water, medical, and agriculture. The use of MNBS technology can simplify and miniaturise 

processes compared with non-MNBS approaches. Moreover, MNBS promises approaches that are 

radically different to traditional concepts. 

 

The University of Utah’s silicon cortical array (www.kurzweilai.net). 

 

2.2.1.9 Micro-Opto-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MOEMS) 
 

MOEMS extend the MEMS idea to include light sources, and optical components and sensors. 

 

https://www.hahn-schickard.de/fertigung/lab-on-a-chip-foundry
http://www.kurzweilai.net/thought-controlled-prosthetic-limb-system-to-be-tested-by-humans
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2.2.1.10 Microsensors 
 

Microsensors are highly miniaturized (MEMS) devices, often not bigger than a few cubic millimeters 

which are able to detect one or more physical quantities. Popular examples include sensors for 

pressure, acceleration, yaw rate, gas, acoustics, humidity, etc. Today, the high quantities and low prices 

allow a smartphone to include about a dozen of these sensors. As an example, in 2011, the eCompass 

BMC050 of Bosch Sensortec, Germany, set new standards. Housed in a 3×3×0.95 mm LGA package, it 

was the world’s smallest 6-axis digital compass at that time featuring a triaxial geomagnetic sensor and 

a triaxial acceleration sensor. The follow-up model BMC150 of 2013 was further reduced to a 

2.2×2.2×0.95 mm LGA package. 

 

Chip stacking (MEMS, microelectronics) within the eCompass BMC050 

(Bosch Sensortec GmbH, Germany). 

 

2.2.1.11 Molded Interconnect Devices (MID) 
 

MIDs are three-dimensional thermoplastic parts with integrated electronic circuit traces to be 

equipped with electronic components. The integration of electrical, mechanical, and other features in 

an injection-molded part leads to a miniaturization of the assembly as well as an increased design 

freedom. A common application for MIDs are integrated antennas in mobile devices or in general 

devices where high integration density is required. 

 

MID package of a MEMS differential pressure sensor offering fluidic connectors and 

electric pads for surface mount (www.hahn-schickard.de). 

https://www.hahn-schickard.de/en/services/sensors/differential-pressure
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2.2.1.12 More-than-Moore Technologies 
 

More-than-Moore technologies integrate functions to normal semiconductor chips (microelectronics) 

in ways not anticipated by Intel co-founder Gordon Moore of “Moore’s Law” fame. These advances 

can allow chips, for example, to work directly with magnetics and fluids, and to communicate 

wirelessly. Examples include stacked chips, which combine complimentary technologies or 3D-

integration to realize a reduction of footprint. 

 

2.2.1.13 Reel-to-reel Processing 
 

Similar to printing technology, reel-to-reel processing fabricates electronic devices on rolls of flexible 

plastic or metal foils. Large area sensors/actuators take the technologies used for microminiaturisation 

but spread them over larger areas. Reel-to-reel processing will take such smart systems into large area 

applications such as adaptive wind turbine blades (adaptive surfaces) and steerable photovoltaic 

arrays. 

 

Reel-to-Reel processing (www.db-matik.com). 

 

2.2.1.14 Wireless Energy Transfer 
 

 

Wireless charging (www.engadget.com) 

For systems to be autonomous, they need to produce their own power. Many of today’s smart systems 

rely on rechargeable batteries. This requires periodic plugging in of the device, which may not always 

http://www.db-matik.com/r2r-technology
http://www.engadget.com/
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be practical. Wireless Energy Transfer allows the direct beaming of energy from a power source 

without the need for a wire. If this technology were successful, there would be no need to plug devices 

in for recharging in the future.  

 

Wireless energy transfer (www.elektrikport.com) 

The concept of wireless power was first introduced a few years ago, after an electrical charge was 

stimulated in a wire coil by placing another one nearby through the process of electromagnetic 

induction.  

 

2.2.2 Future Technologies Direction 
 

2.2.2.1 Exascale Computing 
 

Exascale computing refers to computing systems capable of at least one exaFLOPS, or a billion billion 

calculations per second (One exaflops is a thousand petaflops or a quintillion, 1018, floating point 

operations per second). Such capacity represents a thousandfold increase over the first petascale 

computer that came into operation in 2008 [1]. At a supercomputing conference in 2009, 

Computerworld projected exascale implementation by 2018 [2] and this is being pursued at the 

European level in the new HPC Public Private Partnership. Exascale computing would be a significant 

achievement in computer engineering as it would provide the same order of processing power as the 

human brain [3] and this is the target power of the Human Brain Project. 

2.2.2.2 Faster Wireless Connectivity – MIMO Connectivity 
 

Multiple-Input and Multiple-Output, MIMO, technology is being developed at Stanford University to 

provide faster connectivity. The technology allows wireless devices to send and receive more data in a 

given period of time, using multiple transmitters and receivers in wireless devices. This technology is 

becoming the backbone for current Wi-Fi standards, as well as for 4G LTE connectivity. It is already 

being used to load YouTube and Snapchat videos. 

 

2.2.2.3 Li-Fi 
 

Li-Fi (short for light fidelity) is a technology for wireless communication between devices using light to 

transmit data. In its present state only LED lamps can be used for the transmission of visible light [1]. 

http://www.elektrikport.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exascale_computing#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exascale_computing#cite_note-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exascale_computing#cite_note-3
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/support/articles/000005714/network-and-i-o/wireless-networking.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Li-Fi#cite_note-1
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The term was first introduced by Harald Haas during a 2011 TEDGlobal talk in Edinburgh [2]. In 

technical terms, Li-Fi is a visible light communications system that is capable of transmitting data at 

high speeds over the visible light spectrum, ultraviolet and infrared radiation. Using light to transmit 

data allows Li-Fi to offer several advantages like working across higher bandwidth, working in areas 

susceptible to electromagnetic interference (e.g. aircraft cabins, hospitals) and offering higher 

transmission speeds [3]. The technology is actively being developed by several organisations around 

the world. 

 

2.2.2.4 Molecular Electronics 
 

Molecular electronics is the study and application of molecular building blocks for the fabrication of 

electronic components. It is an interdisciplinary area that spans physics, chemistry, and materials 

science. Molecular electronics provides a potential means to extend Moore's Law beyond the foreseen 

limits of small-scale conventional silicon integrated circuits [1]. Molecular scale electronics, also called 

single molecule electronics, is a branch of nanotechnology that uses single molecules, or nanoscale 

collections of single molecules, as electronic components. Single molecules constitute the smallest 

stable structures possible, and this miniaturization is the ultimate goal for shrinking electrical circuits. 

 

2.2.2.5 Nanoelectromechanical Systems (NEMS) 
 

Nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS) are a class of devices integrating electrical and mechanical 

functionality at the nanoscale. NEMS form the logical next miniaturization step from so-called 

microelectromechanical systems, or MEMS devices. NEMS typically integrate transistor-like 

nanoelectronics with mechanical actuators, pumps, or motors, and may thereby form physical, 

biological, and chemical sensors. The name derives from typical device dimensions in the nanometer 

range, leading to low mass, high mechanical resonance frequencies, potentially large quantum 

mechanical effects such as zero point motion, and a high surface-to-volume ratio useful for surface-

based sensing mechanisms [1]. This technology could be exploited in accelerometers, detectors of 

chemical substances in the air, etc. 

 

2.2.2.6 Nanotechnology 

 

Nanotechnology (www.facebook.com) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Li-Fi#cite_note-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Li-Fi#cite_note-Tsonev-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Molecular_electronics#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nanoelectromechanical_systems#cite_note-Ventra2004-1
http://www.facebook.com/
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Nanotechnology refers to the manipulation of materials in the atomic and molecular levels. There are 

many applications of this in specialised coatings; however, nanotechnology is expected to 

revolutionise computing by making computing devices a lot smaller.  A potential application for this is 

in in-vitro applications in medicine. Here devices as small as cells may someday navigate through the 

human body to act as artificial immune systems. 

 

2.2.2.7 Practical Quantum Computers 
 

Advances at Google, Intel, and several research groups indicate that computers with incredible power 

are becoming within reach which could be used for rewriting encryptions or accelerating 

pharmaceutical research. New quantum computers that have more qubits, the basic units of quantum 

information, are being announced by researchers. Qubits require ideal conditions to function properly, 

but new technology reduces the computational power needed to correct errors caused by physical 

disturbances. It is predicted that quantum computers could be on the commercial market for anyone 

to use in less than ten years opening up many new applications.  

 

2.2.2.8 Quantum Teleportation 
 

Quantum teleportation refers to the direct transfer of a quantum state from one location to another 

via a phenomenon called “entanglement”. This phenomenon is the link that exists between certain 

particles even when they are separated by space. The expectation is that quantum teleportation could 

revolutionise the speed of communication. 

 

2.2.2.9 Wireless Display Technology 
 

 

Wireless HD Transfer (hothardware.com) 

Wireless HDMI connections have been available since around 2012 but the cost has not been attractive 

compared to simpler to use cables. There have also been a number of competing standards. It is 
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expected that in the future low cost wireless HD lines will use short range and high bandwidth in an 

ultra-wide band spectrum to transmit HD video and audio from a media center to a television screen. 

This will provide wireless connectivity for a range of devices.  

 

2.3 Organic and Large Area Electronics (OLAE) 
 

Advances in Organic and Large Area Electronics (OLAE) are driving the uptake of affordable and easy 

to integrate electronics for applications (e.g. flexible electronics, lower cost touch pads and display 

panels). Here material science is providing solutions with suitable properties and supporting low cost 

processes for producing them (i.e. design, synthesis, production techniques and characterisation of 

the materials). 

 

2.3.1 Current State of the Art in Innovative Technologies 
 

Organic Large Area Electronics can be divided into five main application domains based on OE-A 

(Organic and Printed Electronics Association): 

 

2.3.1.1 Electronics and Components 
 

Touch sensors used in automotive, biosensors in healthcare, touch and functional surfaces, smart 

windows for energy management and sensor systems in smart buildings (e.g. temperature, humidity, 

structural integrity) are fall into this category.  

2.3.1.2 Flexible and OLED Displays 
 

A flexible organic light emitting diode (FOLED) is a type of organic light-emitting diode (OLED) 

incorporating a flexible plastic substrate on which the electroluminescent organic semiconductor is 

deposited. This enables the device to be bent or rolled while still operating. Currently the focus of 

research in industrial and academic groups, flexible OLEDs form one method of fabricating a rollable 

display [Link]. 

Curved OLED displays can be seen in the automotive domain, healthcare, consumer electronics 

(foldable and flexible displays for phones/tablets/wearables; EPD as a second display; displays as 

decorative applications), printing and packaging (Low-cost and low-power displays for price labels in 

supermarkets) and, smart buildings. 

Here are some recent innovative showcases of FOLED: 

 Interactive data eyeglasses by Fraunhofer FEP, which enable image recording, playback mode 
and hands-free eye control. 

 Skin electronics that allow health monitoring from Tokyo University. The soft, flexible skin 
display is about 1 millimeter thick and consists of micro LEDs. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flexible_organic_light-emitting_diode
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 LG Signature OLED TV 65W8 with an ultra-thin flat panel. The 65’’ “wallpaper” OLED TV is less 
than 5mm thin. 

 

2.3.1.3 Integrated Smart Systems 
 

Smart labels including e.g. temperature logging and smart tickets, smart packaging combining sensor 

systems, 3D and flexible surface integrated sensor applications for smart user interfaces and HMIs are 

acting areas of this category. 

An innovative showcase example at LOPEC 2018 is LCZIPEI (Changzhou Institute of Printed Electronics 

Industry) smart cosmetic eye patch with integrated paper battery. The micro current in the eye patch 

helps to alleviate major skin problems around the eyes.  

 

2.3.1.4 OLED Lightening 
 

An organic light-emitting diode is a light-emitting diode in which the emissive electroluminescent layer 

is a film of organic compound that emits light in response to an electric current. This layer of organic 

semiconductor is situated between two electrodes; typically, at least one of these electrodes is 

transparent. OLEDs are used to create digital displays in devices such as television screens, computer 

monitors, portable systems such as mobile phones, handheld game consoles and PDAs. A major area 

of research is the development of white OLED devices for use in solid-state lighting applications [Link].  

There are wide range of use cases for OLED Lightening such as Automotive for lightening of exterior 

and interior style elements, luminaires in Consumer Electronics, in Healthcare for light therapy and, 

Smart building domain for functional or decorative lightening.    

Two recent innovative products to name in this area based on LOPEC innovation Showcases list 2018 

are “Audi A8 - OLED rear lights” in automotive sector which the integrated OLED tail lights allow an 

extremely homogeneous illumination with an innovative light design and “IKEA OLED lamp” that uses 

7 OLED panels to provide 700 lumens at 2700 kelvin. 

 

2.3.1.5 Organic Photovoltaic (OPV) 
 

An organic solar cell or plastic solar cell is a type of photovoltaic that uses organic electronics, a branch 

of electronics that deals with conductive organic polymers or small organic molecules, for light 

absorption and charge transport to produce electricity from sunlight by the photovoltaic effect [Link]. 

OPV can be used for harvesting energy in automotive, autonomous devices and smart buildings. In 

addition, it has been utilized in the textiles industry as well. Bags with OPV can charge smartphones on 

the go. Dracula Technologies has developed LAYER (Light As Your Energetic Response) an innovative 

technology that traps light in order to convert it into energy. 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OLED
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organic_solar_cell
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2.3.2 Future Technologies Direction 
 

2.3.2.1 Aerogels for Insulation 
 

An aerogel is a material that is full of tiny holes. They are made by extracting all the liquid from a gel, 
which can be up to 95% pores. The pores are typically between 20 and 50 nanometres and are so small 
that gas molecules cannot squeeze through them. As a result, aerogels cannot transport heat, which 
gives them incredible insulating properties. The unusual electrical properties of aerogels also make 
them suitable as a lightweight antennae for mobile phones, satellites and aircraft. 
 

2.3.2.2 Atomtronics 
 

Atomtronics is an emerging sub-field of ultra cold atomic physics, which encompasses a broad range 

of topics featuring guided atomic matter waves. Atomtronics is a contraction of "atom" and 

"electronics", in reference to the creation of atomic analogues of electronic components, such as 

transistors and diodes, and also electronic materials such as semiconductors [1]. The field itself has 

considerable overlap with atom optics and quantum simulation, and is not strictly limited to the 

development of electronic-like components [2][3]. Atomtronic systems typically include components 

analogous to those found in electronic or optical systems, such as beam splitters and transistors. 

Applications for the technology range from studies of fundamental physics to the development of 

devices for rotational sensing and quantum computing. 

 

2.3.2.3 Disposable Paper-Based Transistor 
 

Portuguese scientists have invented a cheap, disposable paper-based transistor that can be used in 

electronic devices. Instead of using silicon, biodegradable, flexible pieces of paper are used as the basis 

for a transistor. The team have rebuilt a standard inkjet printer to print out electric components on a 

piece of paper, instead of ink. This has been used to print working solar cells, rudimentary displays, 

and bio-sensors. The transistors could be used in any electronic device that needs to be produced 

cheaply, and in large quantities such as e-readers made out of paper [video released by the EPO]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomtronics#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomtronics#cite_note-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomtronics#cite_note-2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ng9wTUDLu_o
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2.3.2.4 Energy-Harvesting Floors 
 

 

Pavegen Floor Tile 

Energy harvesting floors have been demonstrated in a number of applications such as the Tokyo 

subway. Commercially Pavegen, which was founded in 2009, has installations in a number of places 

where there are high footfalls. The company produces tiles which converts people’s footsteps into 

energy via electromagnetic induction generators that vertically displace, resulting in a rotatory motion. 

Each tile is equipped with a wireless API that transmits real-time movement data analytics, whilst 

directly producing power. This information can be sent to a range of mobile devices and building 

management systems. Likewise engineers in the US are working on wooden floorboards that use the 

same concept. The floorboards are sustainable and inexpensive as they are made from wood pulp with 

embedded nanofibers.  

 

Prototype energy harvesting technology wood which uses wood pulp and harnesses nano fibers © 

Stephanie Precourt/UW-Madison College of Engineering 

 

2.3.2.5 Fabrics that Generates Electricity 
 

The aim of fabrics that generate electricity are to covert the kinetic energy we produce ourselves to 

power devices.  An example developed at the Georgia Institute of Technology, is smart fabric, which is 

thin, flexible and generates electricity as it moves. Potential applications are in health indicators, but 

http://news.wisc.edu/move-over-solar-the-next-big-renewable-energy-source-could-be-at-our-feet/
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-09-13/super-thin-fabric-generates-electricity/7837744
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/570fbd57746fb9f7a958815c/574831a462cd9455e48d838f/574833dd859fd027d0530217/1464349662819/v3-6.jpg
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also for charging small electronic devices. The expectation is that the material will be available 

commercially within 5 years.  

 

2.3.2.6 Hot Solar Cells 
 

Although solar panels are more efficient than their predecessors, they still only absorb a fraction of 

the incident sunlight. Hot solar cells solve this problem by converting sunlight into heat and then back 

to light. In this approach, an “absorber-emitter” absorbs light, converts it to heat, and funnels it to 

solar cells. Another advantage of this approach is that it may also be possible to store energy for later 

use allowing the system to deliver continuous power even when the sun is not shining. 

 

2.3.2.7 MicroLED Displays 
 

microLED, also known as micro-LED, mLED or µLED, is an emerging flat panel display technology. As 

the name implies, mLED displays consist of arrays of microscopic LEDs forming the individual pixel 

elements. When compared to the widespread LCD technology, mLED displays offer better contrast, 

response times, and energy efficiency. As with OLEDs, mLEDs are primarily aimed at small, low-energy 

devices such as smartwatches and smartphones. OLED and mLED both offer greatly reduced energy 

requirements compared to conventional LCD systems. Unlike OLED, mLED is based on conventional 

GaN LED technology, which offers far higher total brightness than OLED produces. This can be as much 

as 30 times with a higher efficiency in terms of lux/W. It also does not suffer from the shorter lifetimes 

of OLED (although the multi-year lifespan of modern OLEDs has mitigated this issue). As of 2018, mLED 

displays have not been mass-produced or commercialized, though Samsung demonstrated a prototype 

at CES [1]. 

 

2.3.2.8 OLED Displays 
 

OLED displays are superior to other displays in that each pixel in its panel produces its own light so it 

does not have to filter the light from a white or blue lamp behind a screen just to produce light. OLED 

screens are also much thinner than backlit screens, though they are more expensive to produce. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MicroLED
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Consumer_Electronics_Show
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MicroLED#cite_note-1
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Flexible displays (www.gizmodo.com.au) 

OLEDs can be printed onto any suitable substrate by an inkjet printer or even by screen-printing, 

theoretically making them cheaper to produce than LCD displays. OLED displays can also be fabricated 

on flexible plastic substrates, leading to the possible fabrication of roll up displays and embedding of 

displays into fabrics or clothing. 

 

2.3.2.9 Solar Roof Tiles 
 

 

Tesla Solar Roof Tiles 

Tesla have unveiled new solar roof tiles. Unlike currently used solar technology, the new glass tiles look 

almost indistinguishable from typical roof tiling and come in a broad array of shapes and colors. They 

generate electricity, last longer, have better insulation, and also cost less than a normal roof. 

 

2.3.2.10 Solid-State Battery Cells 
 

John Goodenough co-invented lithium-ion batteries in 1980. These revolutionised the electronics 

industry, first of all driven by Sony for use in small video cameras and other devices, Lithium Ion 

batteries are now widely used in many smart devices. John Goodenough is now 94-years-old and has 

continued to work on battery technologies. His team have recently announced the first-ever solid-state 

battery cells, which can hold more power, charge faster, and do not get as hot as ones currently in use. 

They have at least three times as much energy density as today’s lithium-ion batteries. The main 

difference between the old and new technology is that the latest battery cells use parts made of glass, 

instead of liquid. 

 

2.4 Advanced Computing (Internet of Things) 
 

The Internet of things (IoT) is the network of physical devices, vehicles, home appliances and other 

items embedded with electronics, software, sensors, actuators, and connectivity, which enables these 

objects to connect and exchange data. Each thing is uniquely identifiable through its embedded 

computing system but is also able to inter-operate within the existing Internet infrastructure [Link]. 

http://www.gizmodo.com.au/
https://news.utexas.edu/2017/02/28/goodenough-introduces-new-battery-technology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_of_things
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwi_1Pre1OvZAhXsA8AKHcHIBOsQjRwIBg&url=https://inhabitat.com/tesla-begins-production-of-solar-roof-tiles-in-buffalo-new-york/&psig=AOvVaw2HtUxi-I4uBNbxtGD030w3&ust=1521111678388756
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2.4.1 Current State of the Art in Innovative Technologies 
 

In this section, there is a review of identified technologies in IoT domain. Technologies in this domain 

usually can be utilized in a wide area, however, for having a better understanding of their possible use 

cases some of them are categorized based on the domain they are currently in use in the research and 

innovation projects of IoT-European Platforms Initiative (IoT-EPI).   

 

2.4.1.1 EduCampus 
 

When looking at the rapidly growing market for sensors included in smart devices, used in or attached 

to smart buildings, establishing smart campus infrastructures, there will be a rich offering of services 

based on IoT middleware installations on a campus. Examples are climate control systems in 

workplaces, electronic access control systems, indoor location and navigation support, guidance 

systems for handicapped people, location-based collaboration support, or room information and 

reservations systems [Link]. 

 MORADA 
 
MORADA is fully designed for Internet operation. It is a pure Java application that runs in an 
internet browser using your web server. This eliminates the high installation costs compared 
to client-server solutions. With appropriate permissions, your employees at headquarters, in 
a branch, or at home can access building information without first having to install MORADA. 
 

 SensorThingsServer 
 
The Internet of Things (IoT) connects devices like sensors or actuators. In order to take 
advantage of the information exchange, one has to add a semantic layer, enabling different 
IoT systems to use and understand the exchanged information. This is what 
SensorThingsServer supports, an open source software developed by Fraunhofer Institute for 
Optronics, System Technologies and Image Exploitation IOSB. This software now sees its first 
commercial use: IoT Systems, Inc., a US-based Industrial IoT company, demonstrates its 
implementation at AWS re:Invent. In order to manage sensors and actuators, the SensorThings 
API needs a server implementation for use with Web services (e.g. Amazon Web Services) and 
with on-premises server hardware. 

 

2.4.1.2 Smart Mobility 
 

The Smart Mobility and Ecological Routing use-case address the problem of inefficient transportation 

and poor air quality that many European cities face nowadays. This use case offers the ecologically 

most preferable routes for motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians based on the available traffic and 

environmental data acquired through various platforms [Link]. 

 OpenIoT 

https://www.symbiote-h2020.eu/blog/product-detail/educampus/
https://www.symbiote-h2020.eu/blog/product-detail/smart-mobility/
http://www.openiot.eu/
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OpenIoT creates an open source middleware for getting information from sensor clouds, 

without having to worry about what exact sensors are used. OpenIoT explores efficient ways 

to use and manage cloud environments for IoT “entities” and resources (such as sensors, 

actuators and smart devices) and offering utility-based (i.e. pay-as-you-go) IoT services [Link]. 

 

 openUwedat  
 
It is a toolbox solution for Integrated Air Quality and Traffic Monitoring [Link].  

 

2.4.1.3 Smart Residence (City, Health, Home) 
 

Home services are getting increasingly connected both within the houses, but also to the outside 

world. Thus, the market for smart residence solutions is expected to grow rapidly in future [Link]. 

 KIOLA 
 
The KIT Telehealth Solutions platform consists of specific application components (disease 
plugin) as well as configurable core components (core module) and tele-monitoring 
components (care module). The specific application components (disease plugin) provide 
optimum support for work procedures and functions relating to specific medical conditions. 
This configuration makes it possible to combine core components in a synergistic manner and 
to implement specific indication- and treatment-related requirements to offer maximum 
support to the user [Link]. 
 

 nAssist/enControl 
 
enControl is one of the most innovative smart home solution on the market, enControl 

integrates the management of all sensors allowing you to manage climate control, safety and 

energy consumption in an integrated way. enControl offers powerful automation tools that 

will make the sensors work for you and not the other way around, no more running around 

the house adjusting thermostats, cameras or sensors, Control will do it for you saving you time 

and money.  

 

 SOFIA2 
 
SOFIA (Smart Objects For Intelligent Applications) is an Internet of Things (IoT) platform with 
real implementations in various sectors [Link]. SOFIA is: 

 A middleware that provides seamless interoperability between multiple devices and 
systems. 

 Offering a semantic interoperability platform, which allows the exchange of 
information from the real world between smart applications (Internet of Things) to 
build composed services. 

http://www.openiot.eu/
https://www.iai.kit.edu/ictensure/site;jsessionid=1864B6C4678A0F6DDD46F9BF500B744A?mod=litdb&subject=art&pid=X5F900B16&action=detail
https://www.iai.kit.edu/ictensure/site;jsessionid=1864B6C4678A0F6DDD46F9BF500B744A?mod=litdb&subject=art&pid=X5F900B16&action=detail
https://www.symbiote-h2020.eu/blog/product-detail/smart-residence/
https://kit.ait.ac.at/technology/plattform/
https://kit.ait.ac.at/technology/plattform/
http://www.cpse-labs.eu/platform.php?id=SOFIA2
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 All of that with an open source, multi-language and communications agnostic 
approach. 

 

 Symphony 
 
With a single interface – e.g. programmable remote controls touch panels, TVs, PCs, iPhones, 

iPads – the whole house is under complete control: video surveillance, phone calls and voice 

mail, home automation and much more. Symphony allows controlling all the aspects related 

to energy consumption in your home, and makes the different subsystems “talk” to each 

other: lighting and air conditioning, power generation and loads control, etc. No more energy 

waste and green light to savings on the costs of facility management! The adoption of this 

system allows achieving higher grades in the energy certification of buildings [Link]. 

 

2.4.1.4 Smart Stadium 
 

Indoor location services: take advantage of the specific location of the visitor to make specific 

promotions, or provide location-based information [Link]. 

 Beacon(BLE) Platform 
 
Bluetooth beacons are hardware transmitters - a class of Bluetooth low energy (LE) devices 
that broadcast their identifier to nearby portable electronic devices. The technology enables 
smartphones, tablets and other devices to perform actions when in close proximity to a 
beacon. 
 

 Promowall 
 
The Worldline PromoWall which will be located at Barcelona airport during Mobile World 
Congress is a smart digital services screen that can display adverts, information plus digital 
coupons that can be captured by shoppers with their smartphone and a generic QR code 
reader app. The solution also provides a campaign manager backend system that allows 
retailers to create, manage and schedule the promotion displayed on the PromoWall. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.nextworks.it/en/products/brands/symphony
http://www.nextworks.it/en/products/brands/symphony
https://www.symbiote-h2020.eu/blog/product-detail/smart-stadium/
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2.4.2 Future Technologies Direction 
 

2.4.2.1 2D to 3D Converting Device 
 

 

3D smart phone display (www.technologyreview.es) 

A company called DDD active in the 3D television domain has been working on providing 3D displays 

for smart phones and other mobile devices. This will be made possible through technology that 

converts 2D contents to 3D. 

 

2.4.2.2 3D Gaming 
 

 

3D Gaming (hoidap.tinmoi.vn) 

3D gaming involves wearing a pair of 3D glasses that can make two-dimensional objects look as if they 

are three-dimensional. 3D technology has been explored for televisions and has not been successful 

on the market, but by providing, a polarized filter for a laptop there may be a new market for the 

technology.  

 

 

 

http://www.technologyreview.es/
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2.4.2.3 Ambient Intelligence (AmI) 
 

Ambient intelligence (AmI) refers to electronic environments that are sensitive and responsive to the 

presence of people. Ambient intelligence is a vision for the future of consumer electronics, 

telecommunications and computing that was originally developed in the late 1990s by Eli Zelkha and 

his team at Palo Alto Ventures for the time frame 2010–2020 [1][2][3][4]. In an ambient intelligence 

world, devices work together to support people in carrying out their everyday life activities in an easy, 

natural way using information and intelligence that is hidden in the Internet of Things. As these devices 

grow smaller, more connected and more integrated into our environment, the technology disappears 

into our surroundings until only the user interface remains perceivable by users. The ambient 

intelligence paradigm builds upon pervasive computing, ubiquitous computing, profiling, context 

awareness, and human-centric computer interaction design, of which, is characterized by systems and 

technologies that are [5]: 

 Embedded: many networked devices are integrated into the environment 

 Context aware: these devices can recognize you and your situational context 

 Personalized: they can be tailored to your needs 

 Adaptive: they can change in response to you 

 Anticipatory: they can anticipate your desires without conscious mediation. 
 

A typical context of ambient intelligence environment is a home environment, but may also be 

extended to work spaces (offices, co-working), public spaces (based on technologies such as smart 

streetlights), and hospital environments [6]. 

 

2.4.2.4 Augmented Reality 
 

Augmented Reality is an up and coming technology that is being used in a variety of applications, such 

as medical applications, maintenance and training. Augmented Reality refers to the ability to overlay 

information on a live video feed of the world.  

 

Augmented reality (matthewbuckland.com) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ambient_intelligence#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ambient_intelligence#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ambient_intelligence#cite_note-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ambient_intelligence#cite_note-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ambient_intelligence#cite_note-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ambient_intelligence#cite_note-6
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An example is the Augmented ID Program, which helps direct people to geo-tagged tweeters on their 

friends list on Twitter as well as to the nearest pubs or restaurants just by pointing their cameras in a 

given direction. This provides a personal dynamic GPS system. 

The area is one that many well-known companies are exploring. Google Glass for instance, allows users 

to view social media feeds, text, Google Maps, as well as to navigate via GPS and take photos.  

 

Google Glass (Image Source: YouTube) 

Currently the device is only available to some developers and it is expensive ($1,500). A number of 

companies are working with it to try and build an affordable consumer version.  

 

2.4.2.5 Bitcoin 
 

Bitcoin refers to an electronic currency that uses a data trail and different time signatures to track the 

“bit coin” from one owner to another. This technology can operate outside the normal central banking 

channels and can provide a symbolic hard currency for electronic transactions. The first blockchain was 

conceptualized in 2008 by a person or group known as Satoshi Nakamoto and implemented in 2009 as 

a core component of bitcoin where it serves as the public ledger for all transactions. The invention of 

the blockchain for bitcoin made it the first digital currency to solve the double spending problem 

(duplicates cannot be created) without the need of a trusted authority or central server. The bitcoin 

design has been the inspiration for other applications [2].  

 

2.4.2.6 Blockchain 
 

A blockchain is a continuously growing list of records, called blocks, which are linked and secured using 

cryptography. Each block typically contains a hash pointer as a link to a previous block, a timestamp 

and transaction data. By design, a blockchain is inherently resistant to modification of the data. It is 

"an open, distributed ledger that can record transactions between two parties efficiently and in a 

verifiable and permanent way". For use as a distributed ledger, a blockchain is typically managed by a 

peer-to-peer network collectively adhering to a protocol for validating new blocks. Once recorded, the 

data in any given block cannot be altered retroactively without the alteration of all subsequent blocks, 

https://plus.google.com/+projectglass/posts
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9c6W4CCU9M4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bitcoin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blockchain#cite_note-te20151031-1
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which requires collusion of the network majority. Blockchains are secure by design and are an example 

of a distributed computing system with high Byzantine fault tolerance. Decentralized consensus has 

therefore been achieved with a blockchain. This makes blockchains potentially suitable for the 

recording of events, medical records, and other records management activities, such as identity 

management, transaction processing, documenting provenance, food traceability or voting.  

 

2.4.2.7 DNA Digital Data Storage 
 

DNA digital data storage refers to any process to store digital data in the base sequence of DNA. This 

technology uses artificial DNA made using commercially available oligonucleotide synthesis machines 

for storage and DNA sequencing machines for retrieval. This type of storage system is more compact 

than current hard drive storage systems due to the data density of the DNA. Currently in 1 gram of 

DNA 215 petabytes (215 million gigabytes) could be stored [1]. It also has the capability for longevity, 

as long as the DNA is held in cold, dry and dark conditions.  Woolly mammoth DNA from up to 60,000 

years ago has been found to be still intact. It is also stated that the approach is less prone to 

obsolescence, as DNA is a universal and fundamental data storage mechanism in biology. Accessing 

the information, however, is a slow process, as the DNA needs to be sequenced in order to retrieve 

the data. The technology has potential use in long-term archival of large amounts of scientific data 

[2][3]. 

 

2.4.2.8 Eye Tracking 
 

Eye tracking has been a focus of research for many years. In reality, it is challenging to implement. 

There have been advances, however, and Eye Tribe has successfully developed the technology to allow 

a user to control his/her tablet, play flight simulator, and even slice fruits in Fruit Ninja only with user 

eye movements. 

 

Eye tracking (Image Source: Eye Tribe) 

This combines common eye-tracking technology and with a front-facing camera and computer-vision 

algorithms. Looking forward it would be possible for a user to interact with a smart phone, tablet, or 

computer with just the look of an eye. Notably Oculus VR (owned by Facebook) have acquired Eye 

Tribe [12]. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DNA_digital_data_storage#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DNA_digital_data_storage#cite_note-nanews-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DNA_digital_data_storage#cite_note-nanews-2
http://theeyetribe.com/
http://theeyetribe.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oculus_VR
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Eye_Tribe#cite_note-12
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2.4.2.9 Internet for Everyone 
 

Elon Musk plans to set up the SpaceX Starlink Constellation 

[https://www.theregister.co.uk/2018/02/15/fcc_spacex_broadband/]. This is a constellation of small 

satellites in low-Earth orbit that can beam back a high-speed wireless signal to everyone on the planet. 

The first two satellites were launched in 2018. Similar internet-via-satellite networks are under 

development by privately owned OneWeb and by Boeing. A $200m satellite leased by Facebook’s 

Internet.org initiative, which had a similar goal of providing global internet access, was destroyed in an 

explosion of the SpaceX launch vehicle which had been contracted to send it into orbit. Facebook has 

also been looking at using high-altitude solar-powered drones, whilst Google is also looking at a similar 

concept but utilising high-altitude balloons.  

 

2.4.2.10 Non-Touch/Gesture Screens 
 

People are now very used to the idea of using touch screens for interacting with devices. Going beyond 

this companies such as Leap Motion are working on displays that allow the user to control the desktop 

with fingers, but without touching the screen. 

 

Non touch screen control (Image Source: Leap Motion) 

This allows the user to scroll the web page, zoom in on maps and photos, sign documents and even 

play games with only hand and finger movements. This provides another level of interaction and the 

ability to support multiuser operation at the same time. 

 

2.4.2.11 Smart Contracts using NLP and Blockchain 
 

The decentralized digital ledger approach is virtually incorruptible and is innately transparent. This 

makes it very useful for business transactions, contracts, and record-keeping. When combined with 

natural language processing (NLP)—the ability for a computer to recognize and process human 

language data—blockchain is particularly powerful. Using NLP information can be written and 

interpreted without a human. By combining blockchain and NLP, it will be possible to have self-writing 

https://www.theguardian.com/science/2016/sep/01/mark-zuckerberg-spacex-explosion-africa-internet
https://www.theguardian.com/science/2016/sep/01/mark-zuckerberg-spacex-explosion-africa-internet
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/jul/31/facebook-finishes-aquila-solar-powered-internet-drone-with-span-of-a-boeing-737
https://leapmotion.com/
https://leapmotion.com/
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smart legal contracts. These can be used to make exchanges of money, property, shares and other 

valuable items seamless, safe, and more cost-effective. 

 

2.4.2.12 Social Television 
 

 

Social television (offshootinc.com) 

Social televisions are now being developed to fuse televisions with social networks. With this 

technology, people can use their televisions to comment on live events the way they use their laptops 

and smart phones to access their social networking sites such as Facebook and Twitter. 

 

2.4.2.13 Virtual Reality 
 

 

Oculus Rift (Image Source: Kickstarter) 

Virtual Reality gaming is an area that is growing. There are an increasing number of devices on the 

market such as the Oculus Rift. By using a 3D headset the user mentally feels that he/she is actually 

inside the video game. In a virtual world, the user can turn their head around to view the world in high 

resolution. Current VR technology relies on virtual reality headsets like the Oculus Rift at the cheaper 

end and multi-projected environments at the higher cost end. These also sometimes incorporate 

physical environments or props, to generate realistic images, sounds and other sensations that 

simulate a user's physical presence in a virtual or imaginary environment. A person using virtual reality 

equipment is able to "look around" the artificial world, move around in it, and interact with virtual 

features or items.   

http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1523379957/oculus-rift-step-into-the-game
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1523379957/oculus-rift-step-into-the-game
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3 Conclusion 
 

The digital landscape is changing very rapidly and terms that could have been considered to have being 

science fiction 10 years ago are now being commonly used such as “blockchain” and “biometrics”. 

Following Moore’s Law of exponential progress there are an increasing number of disruptive 

innovations that are coming to market.  In many cases a number of innovations are being combined in 

order to provide new functionality, e.g. machine learning and automation. The combination of Big 

Data, Artificial Intelligence and Internet of Things is currently having a massive impact on business and 

society. For instance, it is expected that autonomous robots, AI, 3D printing, Big Data, and blockchain, 

could save industrial-equipment companies a total of $1.6 billion.  

As it is difficult for SMEs and start-ups to keep track of new technologies in this work new and evolving 

technologies are identified relating to CPS, SSI, OLAE and, IoT. Later this findings will be feed into a 

technology radar, to systematically rate technological offerings and related applications. Moreover, 

these activities in WP4 will provide a clearer picture of future opportunities, which will allow targeted 

actions to make things happen and to make strategic recommendations for the SAE Initiative towards 

the next Framework Program.  

In addition, we have performed further analysis and tried to categorize the technologies into groups 

in the following list. 

 

https://accntu.re/2DQ15E0
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https://www.technologyreview.com/s/603493/10-breakthrough-technologies-2017-self-driving-trucks/
http://www.openiot.eu/
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/603497/10-breakthrough-technologies-2017-hot-solar-cells/
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https://www.technologyreview.com/s/603501/10-breakthrough-technologies-2017-reinforcement-learning/
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/603495/10-breakthrough-technologies-2017-practical-quantum-computers/
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/603495/10-breakthrough-technologies-2017-practical-quantum-computers/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robot
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